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Abstract ─ In this work, a technique to unravel the number of data classes using multi-beam echo-

sounding backscatter data for seafloor characterization is demonstrated. Application of self-organizing 

maps (SOMs) to backscatter profile data has been developed to determine the number of classes. 

Thereafter, fuzzy C-means (FCM) method is implemented using the number of class information for 

backscatter profile segmentation. The use of the soft computational technique for seafloor backscatter 

data facilitate in achieving stationary profile data sets suitable for seafloor roughness model application. 

Power spectral density (PSD) function of the segmented profiles provide power law parameters (β and 

a') through curve fitting of the PSD function using the power law expression. The data acquired from 

western continental margin of India (WCMI), off Goa, reveals five distinct classes of backscatter 

strength having various segment lengths. The estimated roughness parameters (β and a') of segmented 

profiles provide quantitative information about the area seafloor roughness. A gridded map of the 

estimated roughness parameter (β) is generated using 'krigging' method. Along with the application of 

the SOM and FCM for stationary data segmentation, the presentation of the gridded map of the seafloor 

roughness and class profile overlie on the backscatter map, which is a first time application relevance to 

understand the seafloor. The present study puts emphasis on how a combination of the soft 

computational (SOM and FCM) and numerical techniques (power spectral density at short and fine-

scale) are effective in recognizing the seafloor processes and associated sedimentological dynamics in a 

complex geographical environment (involving pockmarks and faulted structures) subjected to strong 

bottom currents and seasonal upwelling.  

 

Index Terms ─ Multi-beam backscatter, Seafloor classification and characterizations, Self-Organizing 
map (SOM), Fuzzy C- means (FCM), Power spectral density.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Echo-sounding systems, single beam (SBES) and multi-beam (MBES), allow coincident acquisition of 
high-resolution seafloor backscatter and bathymetric data [1], [2], which enormously sustains the marine 
exploration applications. The remotely acquired bathymetric and backscatter data reveal large-scale as 
well as fine-scale seafloor roughness (at textural level) [3], [4] respectively. In general, the quantitative 
or inversion models are not directly applicable to the acquired data and hence bathymetric and 
backscatter data pre-processing is imperative before modeling is employed [5]. Quantitative model 
application using non-stationary dataset is a major obstacle since most of the models presume that the 
input data is stationary and therefore the application of segmentation techniques to divide the dataset 
into stationary segment is indispensible [6]. Therefore, the success of the remote acoustic model 
parameter estimations engages data segmentation technique. This leads towards the development of 
remote online survey methods i.e., reduction of time consuming spot sampling frequency necessary for 
model parameter validation.  

   It has been established that the “soft-computing technique”, i.e., the use of inexact solutions to 
computationally hard tasks e.g., the artificial neural networks (ANNs) based self-organizing maps 
(SOM) architecture can be used for dimensional reduction applications i.e., representing input vectors to 
a specific output [7]-[9]. In the past, ANN techniques were proposed for hydro-acoustic data 
classification [10]. The SOM exercises unsupervised competitive learning on the unknown dataset 
(input) onto coarser clusters i.e., primary classifications [11]. For real time survey applications, the SOM 
can be utilized to formulate a decision regarding the number of data classes during the online data 
acquisition, that are then used as an input to the fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithms for data segmentation 
[12]. The FCM will require initial information about the number of available data classes obtained using 
the SOM architecture. Once the profiles are segmented, the spectral techniques e.g., the power spectral 
density (PSD) function of the spatial data as a function of the frequency [13] - [15] is required to 
calculate the seafloor roughness parameters. Accordingly, the seafloor spectral parameters such as 
power law exponents (β) and intercept (a') of the segmented geomorphic regions are estimated. We have 
used the curve fitting of the power law function to the log-log plot of the PSD versus the wave number 
(k) curves of the backscatter traces. The present study endeavors to improve the understanding of the 
fine-scale roughness associated with the seepage related seafloor along the western continental margins 
of India (WCMI) [16].  

    Besides the “introduction”, there are five major sections that cover this work. The sections on 
“materials” include description of the WCMI study site, MBES echo-sounding data and techniques 
employed. Moreover, data segmentation methods using soft-computational techniques such as SOM and 
FCM are elucidated along with the numerical estimation of the roughness parameters in the “methods” 
section. The other two sections on the “results” and “discussion”, describe the number of class 
determination details using SOM and FCM, as well as the fine-scale roughness parameters of the 
segmented datasets of the WCMI study site. The overall findings are summarized in the “conclusion” 
section. 
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II. MATERIALS  

The seafloor characterization using backscatter profile involves segmentation and subsequent fine-scale 
roughness parameters estimations of the WCMI (off the Goa coast). The water depth of the survey area 
varies from 145 m in the northeast, to 330 m in the southwest region [Fig. 1(a)] [16]. The survey area 
covers nearly 72 km2 (9.0 km x 8.0 km) revealing a significant numbers of the pockmarks that are 
produced by the presence of a gas or fluid seepages escaping from the subsurface along the faults 
especially towards the western end of the area. Presence of such seepages has economic significance as 
an indicator for hydrocarbon exploration [17], [18].  

 

Fig.1. (a) Location of study area including some of the main structural features of the region. On land Dharwarian 
trend-commonly used for Archaean rocks that have a NNW-SSE trending Precambrian orogenic structure shown 
as dotted lines. Red highlighted lines and gray shade indicate the identified bottom simulating reflectors (BSR). 
MSBR refers to Mid-Shelf Basement Ridge, and WCF indicate West Coast Fault. (b) Backscatter map of the 
study area showing 160-320 m isobaths with an interval of 20 m depth. Pockmarks are indicated by crossed 
circles. Black, blue and red circles with cross marking represent circular, elliptical and elongated pockmarks 
respectively. Dashed lines indicate location of identified faults. Black arrows show bottom current directions. 
Solid colored squares represent the sediment types (see legend). Inset shows outline map of western continental 
margin of India with the location of the part of the Arabian Sea reproduced from [16]). 
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   The calibrated backscatter map presented in Fig. 1b show its variation with the Latitude and 
Longitude, and the entire map consists of 884930 data points. Fernandes and Chakraborty [19] had 
developed backscatter data processing technique (PROBASI II) for EM1002 multi-beam system. The 
data was corrected for propagation and other effects using Neptune software for bathymetry data 
including tide corrections etc. The backscatter data was processed with PROBASI II algorithm for data 
normalization and CFLOOR (Cfloor AS) software for improved visualization and gridding (grid 
resolution: 10 x 10 m). The backscattering strength of this area ranged from   –25 to –57 dB. Generally, 
angular backscatter strength data show higher values at the normal incidence angles compared to the 
outer-beam angles especially in the case of smooth seafloor. Such backscatter data produce artifacts on-
line while using multi-beam system. Even after carrying out sonar related processing of the backscatter 
data, the artifact around the centre beam direction can be clearly observed (Fig. 2). Therefore, off-line 
corrections are essential to compensate outer-beam backscatter strength data in such a way that the 
effect of angular backscatter strength is removed. The improvement in the image data quality can be 
seen [Fig. 1(b)] after utilizing the four stage image processing technique. The work developed here 
shows that the employed technique can efficiently classify the survey area using linear data traces 
(backscatter / bathymetric) varying along the geographical south to the north (Fig. 3). These traces are 
mentioned as a “profiles”. We have selected seventeen profiles for the present work. Each of the 
selected seventeen profiles from the backscatter map of the survey area holds 447 data points, and the 
distance between the two consecutive data points (along the profile) is nearly 20 m. The uniform 
separation between the seventeen parallel profiles is 0.46 km. The MBES echo-sounding survey data for 
the present study was acquired using the Simrad Kongsberg EM1002 system operating at 95 kHz. A 
total of 7599 data points of the processed MBES backscatter data were used from the seventeen selected 
profiles.  

 
Fig.2. Multi-beam backscatter data show centre beam artifacts (nine dark lines) due to angular backscatter strength 
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If a statistical technique is applied to the profile data having unpredictable mixtures of the statistical 
parameters (mean, variance, probability density function) of the smooth and rough seafloor, the 
estimated model parameter accuracy would be reduced [20]. Therefore, it would be imperative to divide 
the profile data into stationary segments before any quantitative analyses of the data segment is carried 
out. Here, we have applied the backscatter profile data segmentation through combined use of SOM and 
FCM [12]. The SOM uses an unsupervised learning, where the network is unaware of the number of 
classes in which a particular backscatter dataset would be segregated.  

 
Fig.3. Seventeen backscatter profiles classified into five different classes (depicted in color) overlaid on rasterized 
map of β values that is also being estimated using the segmented profiles of the five classes. 

III. METHODS 

The extracted seventeen backscatter profiles from the calibrated image data are subjected to a twenty-
points moving averaging. A moving average is a type of filter generally used with temporal or spatial 
series data to smooth out short-term fluctuations. For a time or space series, the first element of the 
moving average can be obtained by taking the average of the initial fixed subset of the series. This 
subset is then modified by “shifting forward”, i.e., by excluding the first number of the series and 
including the next number following the original subset in the series i.e., average of the data within the 
sliding window of 400 m along the backscatter profile [Fig. 4(a)]. Thereafter, the normalization of the 
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data is employed using the given technique [10]. The corresponding depth values are also used to 
calculate the seafloor local roughness i.e., large scale roughness. In the case of profile segmentation 
application proposed here, the backscatter and depth data are employed to cover fine and large scale 
roughness aspects of the seafloor respectively, and these two characteristics are then used as a feature 
vectors. The ‘roughness’ parameter i.e., the absolute value of the ‘y’, is the deviation of the depth value 
about the local linear trend of the data. The large scale roughness parameter was estimated for each of 
the nine data points (180 m) for the depth data profiles. If the deviations with respect to the local linear 
trends are large, then the seafloor surface is considered as rough, otherwise the surface is smooth. 
Furthermore, sliding window (400 m) i.e., twenty-point moving average and normalization technique is 
also applied to the computed roughness values of the depth data as an additional feature [Fig. 4(a)]. 

 
Fig.4. (a) Representative plot of the input values (backscatter and roughness) from a section of the data profile, (b) 
Firing neurons correspond to the SOM output of the two input feature vectors for above data, (c) Classification of 
the data points using FCM. 

   An algorithm provided in Fig. 5 (a flowchart of the entire technique employed) for data segmentation 
as well as other methodology (PSD) employment for the segmented data. The employed SOM 
architecture comprised of a flat one-dimensional neuron grid. As already mentioned, the backscatter 
strength along with the seafloor roughness calculated using the depth data from the profiles are used as 
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the two input features. The feature vectors are connected to the SOM network, which consists of 50 
output neurons in the grid. When the backscatter and roughness data are employed as input vectors to 
the SOM architecture, the neurons in the grid compete among themselves to get activated. Weights of 
those neurons in its neighborhood are updated iteratively to form a representative cluster (please refer 
[10] for more details about the neighborhood reduction technique used in the SOM). This is known as a 
tuning of the weights in response to a given class of input vectors. The algorithm organizes the nodes in 
the grid into local neighborhoods that act as an input feature.  

 

Fig.5. Flowchart of the methodology followed including SOM and FCM for determining the number of seafloor classes, and 
β parameters using seventeen selected profiles from the backscatter map. 
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An initial weight matrix having small random value is used. Initially, two input feature vectors are 
presented as a training sample, and then the euclidean distance (dj) between the input vector and the 
weight of the neurons in the one-dimensional grid is computed: 

∑
=
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j
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2)]()([           (1) 

where xi(t) is the input vector to the node i at time ‘t’, and wij(t) (0≤ i ≤ n-1) is the random weight vector 
from input nodes i to j for initialization of the weights from the n inputs to the nodes having small 
random values. The neuron having the least distance is designated as the ‘winner’ neuron. The weights 
of this neuron are updated and the distance matrix is computed iteratively for the same input vectors to 
minimize the error through use of the expression )]()([)()()1( twtxthtwtw ijiijij −×+=+ . This procedure 

is consistently repeated for a number of times till the value of dmin (minimum distance) is reduced below 
that of a pre-specified error value. The term h (t) is a learning function (0 < h (t) < 1), and gradually 
reducing the magnitude of the weight update as the error is successively reduced. The neighborhood size 
also decreases as the number of iterations increase, thus localizing the area of maximum activity in 
response to the input vectors in the SOM architecture [21]. To determine the number of classes using the 
SOM architecture, two input feature vectors of each data points were presented to the random weight 
matrix (1 x 50) and the closest neurons were selected to be the firing neurons for the input data. The 
closest neurons on either side of the firing neuron is updated using the learning function [h(t) ~ 0.4/t0.2] 
[10]. As t increases, the neighborhood is reduced to one, i.e., at the end, only the firing neurons are 
updated. Initial value of the ‘h(t)’ changes from 0.40. At t=30, the value reduces to 0.2, and further 
reduces below 0.15 for t ≥ 150. The training stops when the error is less than 10-30 or at the 1500th 
iterations. Each time a new input class is applied to the network, the winning node must first be located. 
This identifies the region of the map that will have its weights updated. In this study, the number of 
iterations to reach the pre-specified error value is optimized based on the employed trial of the data. The 
testing of the input features are initiated once the training is completed and the excited neurons during 
the testing processes are plotted [Fig. 4(b)]. If testing result show that the winning neuron exists within 
the cluster (group of five neurons around the central neuron) of the trained neuron, then it is assumed to 
be belonging to the same class as the data where it was trained earlier. Otherwise, further training is 
initiated in the search of firing neuron, and the training-testing process is resumed. At the end of the 
training-testing process, the percentage of the number of times the different neurons have been excited, 
are plotted as a bar diagram with respect to the neuron numbers. The maximum numbers of classes are 
equal or above the number of occurrences i.e., 20% of the highest neuron firing (Fig. 6).     
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Fig.6. (a and c) Horizontal line represents the line of 20% of the maximum number of neuron firings. Here, there 
are five bars above the line indicating five classes obtained from one training-testing process for different moving 
averaging scheme of input data, (b and d) histograms of the number of occurrences of maximum number of 
classes obtained from the ~ 100 training-testing process employing SOM analysis i.e., indicating no. of classes 
available in the datasets. 

   Though, the soft computational technique (SOM) is useful for real time data classification purposes, 
there is a necessity to validate the extent of success employing other diverse techniques. In order to 
validate the classes obtained using SOM and FCM, multi-modal statistical techniques were employed 
here. Histogram of the backscatter data points of the seventeen backscatter profile data are fitted using 
multi-modal curves considering each curve as Gaussian distribution. The Probability Density Functions 
(PDFs) of the backscatter strengths are computed. The Gaussian mixture model is expressed as [22]: 

∑ =
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where an, bn and cn, are are the estimated scaling amplitude (to scale the height of the curve), mean, 
and standard deviations respectively for the PDF components. These parameters are estimated using 
curve fitting between the experimental and predictive PDFs, which involve comparison between the 
estimated correlation coefficients and sum square of the residuals (R2- SSR criteria) [23]. The mixtures 
of the normal distributions of the five components are presented (Fig. 7). The highest correlation 
coefficients (R2) and the lowest errors (SSR) have been considered to determine the five predictive 
components and the resultant (mixture) PDFs through use of the experimental data. The study carried 
out here supports the fact that the backscatter data exhibits the number of available classes in the dataset 
as a means to support SOM based study. 
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In the past, extensive comparative work is carried out using unsupervised SOM along with the 
supervised architecture LVQ (for MBES) [11], and the combination of SOM and FCM as well as SOM 
and LVQ (for SBES seafloor envelope data) [12]. However, the work presented in [12], comprehensibly 
reported the advantages of hybrid networks SOM and FCM combination over SOM and LVQ. The aim 
of present work is to develop a system for segmented seafloor classification (based on the SOM and 
FCM) and subsequent characterization (PSD) of the mapped backscatter data using the selected profiles. 
This would help in achieving operational advantage for seafloor data acquisition and interpretation. The 
use of diverse unsupervised algorithms such as “Adaptive Resonance Theory” (ART) and “Fuzzy ART 
network” where cluster creation is being controlled by use of an explicit parameter known as “vigilance 
thresholds” [24], are also being used elsewhere for similar applications. In this study, multiple training-
testing processes using the SOM, produce neuron numbers. These firing neurons are then plotted in a 
histogram indicating the five major classes [Fig. 6(a), (c)]. Subsequently the FCM technique is used to 
segment the datasets [Fig. 4(c)] of the firing neurons in order to obtain the five segmented sets of the 
original backscatter profile data. The FCM generated segmented profiles are presented in color code 
using the Geographic Information System software ArcGIS (Fig. 3). In this work, MATLAB based 
FCM algorithm is employed for clustering of the profile data.   

The use of the SOM/FCM techniques along with the spectral estimation to the segmented sections 
emphasizes the significance of the method employed here. The computations of the PSD of the 
segmented profiles are employed. The power law equation is given as [15]: 

akPH ′+−= 101010 loglog)(log β        (3) 

where P is power [m2/(cycles/km)] and k is wave number (cycles/km). A straight line fit of this 
expression with a PSD provides β (that corresponds to the slope of the straight line) and the intercept 
a'(m) of the input profile. The estimated β from the above equation is known as the ‘spectral exponent’ 
of the power law curve. The Welch's method was implemented using the MATLAB toolbox through the 
‘pwelch’ function. A Hamming window was used to compute the modified periodogram of each 
segment. The PSD is presented on log-log plots of the PSD versus wave number (Fig. 7). Multiple 
humps in the spectrum in log10-log10 [Fig. 7(a)] are generally seen within the ~ –1.5 (cycles/km) to –0.2 
(cycles/km). If the profile represents appropriate β (slope) and a' (intercept) values, then its periodogram 
would be well fitted by a straight line (power law) in log10-log10 space. These “humps” are identified as 
artifacts and are associated with edge effects, which could partially be improved by the edge tapering 
[25]. However, a clear-cut drop in power occurs somewhere between the wave number (beyond the –0.2 
in log-log scale) [Fig. 7(a)]. At higher wave numbers (smaller scales), the periodogram does appear to 
provide appropriate straight line fitting. The straight-line fitting parameters: β (slope) and a' (intercept) 
values are estimated within the chosen log10 (wave number) window ranges. Parameters such as 
correlation coefficient (R2) and sum of the squared residuals (SSR) of the data points within the 
windows for the PSD (drawn from the segmented data) and corresponding power law [W(k)]  function  
provide β and a' values of the segmented profiles [23] [Fig. 7(b)].  
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IV. RESULTS 

Using SOM architecture, the number of classes were determined by counting the occurrences of number 
of prominent neurons [bar diagram, Fig. 6(a), (c)]. For example, due to the one time training-testing 
process of the entire profile data, the highest neuron firings occurred at the neuron position 28, and the 
rest are observed at 8, 22, 36, and 45 as shown in [Fig. 6(a)]. Similar training-testing process is repeated 
for a number of times (~100) for the entire datasets i.e., the seventeen profiles. For each training-testing 
process, the numbers of classes are determined from the numbers of occurrences versus the number of 
classes as plotted in a histogram [Fig. 6(b)]. The number of classes occurring maximum number of times 
(at the end of repeated cycle for entire data) is considered to be the number of classes existing in the 
data. This process provides the number of classes available in a given dataset without any prior 
information. To examine the consistency of the employed technique and the method of pre-processing 
the variables such as sliding window width etc., the averaging of thirty backscatter data points i.e., 1-30 
and so on were also being tested alternatively. It could be observed that there was no change in the 
number of class estimation using the SOM technique [Fig. 6 (c), (d)].  

 
Fig.7. (a) Log-log plot of the Welch’s averaged modified periodogram (pwelch function in MATLAB) applied to a 
representative segment, (b) After selecting the appropriate range of wave numbers for curve fittings of the remaining log-log 
plot of the power spectral density versus wave number belonging to the same segment (power law parameter fitting SSR and 
correlation coefficients are given in the inset). 
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Though, the soft-computing technique (SOM and FCM) are useful for real time data segmentation 
purposes, there is a necessity to validate the extent of success employing other diverse techniques such 
as multi-model PDFs curve fitting mentioned in section II. Five classes (Fig. 8) are observed for the 
backscatter values of the seventeen profiles. The limits of the backscatter strengths of each class and 
their overlapping areas are also seen. The five classes obtained using multi-model PDFs matches with 
the number of classes obtained employing SOM.  

 
Fig.8. Occurrences of backscatter strength (dB) with respect to the rasterized backscatter pixels (dB) of the study 
area and fitted multi-modal curves of the total and the five PDF components. 

 The segmentation of the seventeen profiles provided 243 segments within the five classes. However, the 
estimation of the seafloor roughness such as β and a' of the 160 segments were determined. Due to the 
increased inaccuracies of the estimation parameters for the smaller profile lengths, only 160 segmented 
profiles having varied profile lengths could be used for β and a' estimation. Using these β values a map 
was generated utilizing the krigging method [26]. The ‘Jenks natural breaks’ (used in the ArcGIS analyst 
module) algorithm [27] was used to classify the entire map into five gridded blocks. The raster data 
maximizes the variance between the different β blocks, and minimize the variance within the similar 
blocks of the β values. A map is presented utilizing the predicted β values (Fig. 3). The results of the 
segmented classes of the backscatter profiles and the five sets of gridded β values are superimposed over 
the backscatter raster map using Arc GIS 8.3 (Fig. 3). The predicted β values i.e., map generated data 
points, are compared with the estimated β values which are situated over the profiles. The histogram of 
the error values (difference between the estimated and predicted β values) for 7599 data points from the 
17 profiles, indicate the accuracy of the prediction [Fig. 9(a)]. This figure shows the extent of 
fluctuations in the estimated values. Besides, the relationships among the estimated and predicted β 
values are also indicated by the correlation coefficients (0.862) [Fig. 9(b)]. The present study reveals 
that, the predicted slope (β) values of the map data are fairly accurate. Overall, the β values are matching 
with the background map.  
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 In general, the higher β values (2.13-2.76) fall within the fault region of the WCMI, whereas, the lower 
values (1.26-1.93) indicating small or fine-scale sedimentary region exists towards the shallower eastern 
end of the shelf. Spatially located intermediate region depicts β within the (1.93-2.12). Moreover, the 
five classes allocated from the profiles using SOM and FCM techniques are also overlaid on the 
backscatter map. It can be seen that the number of segments are more towards the comparatively 
shallow water sedimentary regions.  Here the fine-scale roughness is higher (lower β values) and the 
segments are classified as regions I and II. Similarly, near the fault trace site, the fine-scale roughness is 
comparatively low (higher β) and the regions are classified as IV and V. Intermediate β values are 
classified as III i.e., medium roughness, that exists between the fault trace and the shallower region 
towards the continental shelf. The estimated slope (β) and intercept (a') values of the straight line fitted 
power law for the 160 profile data reveal the variation from 1.26 to 2.76 and the corresponding intercept 
a' values from –0.77 to +0.71.  

 
Fig.9. (a) Histogram of standardized errors between the computed and predicted β values (gridded) of the 
segmented data points (7599 data points) obtained using ArcGIS, (b) scatter plot between the estimated versus 
predicted β values. Straight line fitted curve indicate 80% correlations. 

The three axes presentation of the slope (β), intercept (a'), and classes (SOM and FCM output) of the 
segmented profiles show a distinct clustering when observed at a view angle of 8.40º (Fig. 10). The 
mean, maximum and minimum values of the estimated slope (β) and intercept (a') for the classes I, II, 
III, IV and V are [β=1.67 (max. 2.07, min. 1.45); a'= –0.48 (max. -0.06, min. -0.75)], [β=1.75 (max. 
2.32, min. 1.26); a'= –0.43 (max. 0.42, min. -0.78)], [β=2.05 (max. 2.76, min. 1.73); a'= –0.24 (max. 
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0.62, min. -0.60)], [β=2.14 (max. 2.60, min. 1.67); a'= –0.24 (max. 0.64, min. -0.80)], and [β=2.30 (max. 
2.63, min. 1.98)]; a'= –0.14 (max. 0.71, -0.60)] respectively. The total segments of 160, which is used 
for PSD based class determination reveal 23, 29, 45, 36 and 20 segments for classes I, II, III, IV, and V 
respectively. The overlapping between the five classes (β and a') are observed, however, the power law 
plots (log-log) of the mean values within the wave numbers (–0.25 to 1.25 cycles/ km) show a dominant 
small scale roughness. This affirms that the highest fine-scale roughness (lowest β) to be the class I type 
[Fig. 11(a)]. The fine or small scale roughness (PSD) is found to be decreasing with the increase in β 
values within the wave-numbers beginning from class I to V. The segmented profiles having five classes 
can be observed overlying on the backscatter map (depicted in color) (Fig. 3).  

   The performances of the segmented backscatter profiles using the SOM and FCM, and the ‘Jenks’ 
algorithm based gridded blocks of the segmented β values ascertain the success of the employed data 
segmentation techniques. The percentages of roughness data pixels (β values) reveal 100% matching for 
the two classes such as I and V. However, 92.2%, 97%, and 97% matching are observed for the classes 
II, III, and IV respectively. The comparison made here demonstrates that the proposed data-driven 
approach can be used as a preprocessor to increase the efficiency of the classifier. 

 
Fig.10. Scatter plot of power law derived parameters such as β and intercept (a') estimated from 160 segments 
along with the classes determined using SOM and FCM 

V. DISCUSSION 

   The acoustic backscatter strength of the study area ranges from –26 to –57 dB that can be attributed to 
the seafloor slope, sediment type and relief. In the deeper water (>210 m) region [Fig. 1(b)] several 
pockmarks in the proximity of the fault zone show high backscatter (–27 to    – 40 dB). Along the fault 
zone, the strong seafloor backscatter i.e., increased acoustic impedance is due to the coarse grain 
seafloor sediment as well as high calcium carbonate content (> 60%) [28]. Earlier study [16] had shown 
that the areas along the faulted region possess maximum pockmarks [Fig. 1(b)]. Based on the 
application of  box counting technique to the image blocks of the study area, the estimated higher fractal 
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dimension of the backscatter image blocks show greater roughness (i.e., the rough, fragmented, space-
filling seepage distributions) [29]. Structurally, the pockmark shapes are found to be circular, elliptical 
and composite types with NNE-NNW orientations and the seep direction indicate NNW-SSE 
orientation. Seafloor pockmarks, bottom simulating reflectors (BSRs), acoustic blanking, and gas-
charged sediments were detected during the geological and geophysical surveys. Besides, more than 
90% seeps were found to be located in the eastern flank of the pockmarks, which is an important aspect 
of the seepage dominated fault zone. Interestingly, the present study depict low seafloor roughness i.e., 
higher β values (2.13 to 2.76) [Fig. 11 (a), (b)] in the area as revealed by the north-south oriented 
segmented backscatter profile data (SOM and FCM based techniques) that also show dominant IV and 
V classes. The higher β values are contrary to the previously reported box dimension values where 
higher seafloor roughness was estimated.  

 
Fig.11. (a) Mean power law parameters (β and a') estimated from the five seafloor classes revealing extent of 
roughness within the given wave number ranges, (b) Representative profiles of the five classes generated from the 
rasterized backscatter data indicating the degree of seafloor roughness 

   Towards the shallower end (< 210 m) where seafloor gradient is gentle, the backscatter strengths are 
generally low (~ –45 dB). As previously reported by Dandapath et al [16], the area is covered with soft 
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terrigenous clayey sediment producing average seafloor backscatter strength. However, the sediment 
data from seven locations in the study area show dominant coarse grained sandy sediments along with 
abundant shell material [Fig. 1(b)] [29]. Based on the fractal dimensions using the box counting method 
of the image data of this shallower site, a smooth seafloor roughness was indicated. However, the 
present study using power law parameter fittings of the power spectral density function to the north-
south oriented backscatter profiles show atypical results. The lower β values (1.26 to 1.92) show higher 
seafloor roughness within the given fine-scale wave-number ranges [Fig. 11 (a)]. Generally the coarse 
grained sediment along with abundant shell materials reveals high backscatter strength. However due to 
the prevalent monsoonal bottom currents in this area [30], the existence of seafloor relief is quite 
obvious. Regional oceanic circulations characterized by seasonal reversal of monsoon driven surface 
and bottom currents, summer upwelling and winter down welling [31], create an unstable oceanographic 
condition over this part of the area. Bottom currents are wide (~ 40 km) and run opposite to the direction 
of surface currents. Measured mean current speed and directions during the southwest monsoons are 
12.6 cm/s and 94.5ºN respectively. Similarly, during the north-east monsoon, this speed and directions 
measured here are 12.5 cm/s and 296.6ºN respectively [32]. Therefore, we presume that the lower 
backscatter strengths at the fine-scale level strengthen the existence of seafloor relief due to the bottom 
currents for coarse grained shelly seafloor sediments. 

    In this study, the computed β values of backscatter profile data show highest roughness (low β) 
towards the shallower region (< 210 m). Box dimensions using the box counting computation involves 
box sizes of 500 x 500 m, which cover backscatter image data due to the different patterns of the 
seafloor seepage patches. The lower box dimension values reflect lower roughness within the given box 
sizes [29]. These values are not necessarily comparable to that of fractal dimension computed values 
using the estimated β for the north-south oriented backscatter profile. The anisotropic seafloor [16] 
behavior is obvious in this study area due to the north-south oriented dominant bottom currents (as 
already explained) for the shallower region than the deeper water fault zone. The dominant bottom 
currents within the shallower area show low backscatter (higher seafloor roughness) even for compacted 
coarse grained sediments. Moreover, the estimated dimension parameters are box-size sensitive. 
Therefore the self-affine technique such as spectral method [33] employed in this investigation is more 
effective than the earlier study using box counting analyses of the seafloor area image [29]. The box 
counting method appears to be inadequate for analyzing the anisotropic seafloor patterns, but found to 
be valid for statistically self-similar seafloor type.   

VI. CONCLUSION 

    In this study a novel technique is proposed to characterize the seafloor backscatter data acquired using 
MBES system that is also applicable to the SBES echo-sounding. A successful analysis has been carried 
out for the WCMI (off northern part of the Goa coast). This technique provides the real-time seafloor 
roughness information using remote acoustic method, and is helpful for geological applications having 
limited sampling data. A soft-computational method was adopted to determine the presence of five 
classes from the seventeen backscatter and bathymetric profile data. The presence of the five classes has 
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been further validated employing the multi-modal curve fitting to the histograms of the backscatter 
profile. This indirectly suggests a logical reasoning for the employment of only two features such as 
backscatter as well as ‘roughness’ parameter of the depth data. A data-driven approach based on the 
SOM and FCM based segmentation is used to estimate the fine-scale roughness parameters using PSD 
of the backscatter profiles. Application of the present technique proffers that, the utilization of calibrated 
sonar image profiles for real-time classification and characterization is promising, which considerably 
reduces the survey time.   
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